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On Thursday 28 June, a Charity Auction will be held at the Corke Gallery in aid of Autism
Together, a Merseyside Charity based in Bromborough which provides community living
for autistic young people and adults in the North West. Each year there are more children
diagnosed with ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder), and many will need care and support
throughout their lives.
In 2018 Autism Together celebrates its 50th year and has launched an appeal to build an
urgently needed Assessment and Diagnostic Centre for both In patients and Out patients.
Almost 40 artists of national recognition are represented in the auction, and the works will
be available for viewing from:
Sunday 24 June until Thursday 28, between 10.00am and 4.00pm.
Bids may be made a number of ways, either by attendance on the night for which you will
need to purchase a £25 ticket from Autism Together: 0151 334 7510
(This will ensure your registration and copious amounts of wine and food, together with
the chance to meet many of the artists.)
Or if you are unable to attend, you may view the paintings at the gallery and make a
maximum bid, leaving your details with the gallery, or send an email to the gallery to record
your bid, when we will contact you for payment details.
Enjoy this catalogue and please join us on the night.

Sue Poole
Please Note: All sizes for artworks listed are approximate ad include the frame if applicable

Help us make a real difference
In 2018 we are celebrating our 50th anniversary by launching
Future 50 an appeal to build a unique Assessment and
Diagnostic Centre for the care and support of people with
autism and their families and carers.
There is one point upon which every autism expert agrees, the
earlier in life autism can be identified and treated, the better. It
can make a real difference to the life of someone with autism.

Unfortunately there is a national autism diagnosis nd assessment crisis!
On average, they wait three and a half years for a
child to be diagnosed with autism and five years
for an adult.
Most people need to go to an NHS hospital Assessment & Treatment Unit which are not autism
specific, often in inadequate buildings that are
noisy and challenging for those on the spectrum,
causing avoidable stress and mental health
problems. The carers and families also suffer as
they watch their loved ones struggle without vital
care and support often pushing them to crisis
point.
A World First Appeal!
To create an Assessment & Diagnostic Centre
staffed by a professional and highly trained team
and offering accommodation to 12 individuals.
Providing an out-patient diagnostic centre for
children and adults.
Providing a world first in technology - Because
many people with autism are non-verbal and/or
unable to understand or articulate how they are
feeling. At the new unit, biometric sensors - worn
on lightweight bracelets which resemble wrist
watches - will gather physiological data, enabling
experts to map how people’s anxiety is increased
or decreased.

The cost of this unique and vital project is £2.5million.
Please help us make this dream a reality and make a
real difference to the lives of people with autism and
their families.
At Autism Together we know that every contribution
is as important as any other, whatever the amount,
whatever you can do will be sincerely appreciated.
How you can help
*
Make a donation
*
Organise an event - we will help you
*
Join in with an existing event
*
Get your family, friends and colleagues involved

For help, advice, support and further
information contact:

Rick Myers, Fundraising Manager
Autism Together, 6 Tebay Road, Bromborough,
Wirral, CH62 3PA
Tel: 0151 334 7510 Mob: 07887 631218
rick.myers@autismtogether.co.uk
or download our Fundraising Pack at
www.autismtogether.co.ukCompany
Company Number: 2658268

Reg. Charity No: 1007878
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Guitar Player
Acrylic
Alan Johnson
42 x 48cm
Opening Bid £

Shanghai

Acrylic
Alex Baldwin
50 x 40
Opening Bid £

Rio de Janeiro
Acrylic
Alex Baldwin
50 x 40
Opening Bid £

Guataemala
Acrylic
Alex Baldwin
50 x 40
Opening Bid £

Madagascar

Acrylic on canvas
Alex Baldwin
50 x 40
Opening Bid £

Dahlias

Charcoal on paper
Anne Brierley
60 x 80cm
Opening Bid £

Study

Spit & ink on paper
Bryan Biggs
29 x 23cm
Opening Bid £

MInd if we join you?
Pen & ink
Brain O’Toole
30 x 31cm
Opening Bid £

Mergansers among Lilies
Wood engraving
Colin See Payton
60 x 80cm
Opening Bid £

Beach Hut

Oil on Board
Clement McAleer
122 x 102cm
Opening Bid £

Prague

Pencil on paper
D. Poick
30 x 25cm
Opening Bid £

Landscape

Watercolour
David Firmstone
90 x 119cm
Opening Bid £

Untitled

Photograph
David Williams
60 x 80cm
Opening Bid £

Newspaper

Pencil on paper
Dick Young
37 x 43cm
Opening Bid £

Nude

Pencil on paper
Dick Young
56 x 44cm
Opening Bid £

Belfast

Oil on canvas
Don McKinlay
88 x 96cm
Opening Bid £

Nude

Oil on hessian
Don McKinlay
79 x 57cm Framed
Opening Bid £

Two Nudes

Oil on hessian
Don McKinlay
79 x 57cm Framed
Opening Bid £

Newton Le Willows High Street
Watercolour & ink
Elaine Brown
38 x 50cm
Opening Bid £

Nude

Pencil on paper
Felicity Wren
76 x 56cm
Opening Bid £

Low Tide at Polperro (Late 50s)
Oil on board
Federico Poggio
44 x 102cm
Opening Bid £

Polperro Harbour
Watercolour & ink
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm

St Ives, Cornwall
Watercolour
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm

Albert Dock & Liver Building
Signed hand coloured print
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm
Opening Bid £

Albert Dock with Bridge
Signed hand coloured print
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm
Opening Bid £

Albert Dock with Liver Building
Watercolour & ink
Jacob Dwyer
42 x 50cm
Opening Bid £

Albert Dock

Watercolour & Ink
Jacob Dwyer
42 x 50cm
Opening Bid £

Albert Dock #1

Signed hand coloured print
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm
Opening Bid £

Albert Dock #2

Signed hand coloured print
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm
Opening Bid £

Liverpool Waterfront with Tall Ship
Signed hand coloured print
Jacob Dwyer
25 x 30cm
Opening Bid £

Michaelangelo’s Sibyl
Pencil on paper
Jago Max Williams
Each 31 x 31cm
Opening Bid £

Figures

Oil on canvas
Janet Webb
48 x 34cm
Opening Bid £

Violent Skies
Oil on canvas
Jason Jones
91 x 120cm
Opening Bid £

Tree Bark

UV paint, mixed media on canvas
Joe Bampton
Each 31 x 31cm
Opening Bid £

Goat

Pencil on paper
John Bratby
40 x 48cm
Opening Bid £

Snowdonia 1978

Silkscreen print from ‘Stones & Bones’ Edition of 50.
John Piper
67 x 87cm
Opening Bid £

Nude

Charcoal on paper
John Towel
73 x 55cm
Opening Bid £

Bibermus Caves, Provence
Watercolour
Julia Midgley
73 x 87cm
Opening Bid £

Morfa Nefyn
Oil on canvas
Karen Birkin
40 x 50cm
Opening Bid £

Abstract Chair

Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
49 x 39cm
Opening Bid £

Beast at Water

Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
95 x 82cm
Opening Bid £

Still Life

Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
59 x 51cm
Opening Bid £

Insert
(R.A. Summer Academy1991)
Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
66 x 51cm
Opening Bid £

Frutti di Mare

Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
72 x 92cm
Opening Bid £

Head

Oil on canvas
Karolina Borchardt
80 x 67cm
Opening Bid £

Mnemonic

1 of 20 Print
Katherine Dickinson
53 x 73cm
Opening Bid £

Self Portrait

Oil on board
Kay Pont
40 x 35cm
Opening Bid £

Brian Jones

Oil on canvas
Ken Bullock
42 x 31cm
Opening Bid £

Blue Abstract
Oil on canvas
Linda Poggio
80 x 100cm
Opening Bid £

Blue Landscape
Goache on paper
Linda Poggio
75 x 93cm
Opening Bid £

Brown Landscape
Goache on paper
Linda Poggio
75 x 93cm
Opening Bid £

Piano Bar

Goache on paper
Linda Poggio
75 x 93cm
Opening Bid £

The Palm House
Oil on board
Linda Poggio
26 x 33cm
Opening Bid £

The Pie in Powder Blue

Gesso, acrylic and enamel paint on canvas
Linda Poggio
100 x 70cm
Opening Bid £

Portmeirion
Watercolour
Linda Poggio
60 x 80cm
Opening Bid £

For the love of...

Acrylic & Gold leaf on board
Mal McKenzie
30 x 23cm
Opening Bid £

Arrows

Oil on canvas
Mark Skinner
84 X 59cm
Opening Bid £

Abstract Collage
Mixed Media
Mark Skinner
62 X 52cm
ening Bid £

Little Headland
Oil on canvas
Martin Greenland
35 x 36cm
Opening Bid £

The Two Cathedrals
Watercolour
Maurice Shepard
Opening Bid £

English Bull Terrier
Limited Edition Print
Pamela Barton
35 x 59cm
Opening Bid £

Observant Shade
Oil on canvas
Pete Clarke
50 x 40cm
Opening Bid £

Liver Bird - The Spirit of Liverpool
Resin
Rick Myers
38cm Tall
Opening Bid £

Rust & Clay

Rust & clay on canvas
Pete Dover
39 x 39cm
Opening Bid £

Between Two Rivers

Artist Book Edition 13 of 35.
Handbound with silksreen
Pete Dover£

Liverpool 800: The Changing Fasce of Liverpool
Open Edition Giclee print
Singh Twins
90 x 122cm
Opening Bid £

Arts Matters - The Pool of Life
Open Edition Giclee print
Singh Twins
90 x 122cm
Opening Bid £

Halkyn

Oil on canvas
Steve Des Landes
36 x 46cm
Opening Bid £

Amber Cove
Print 25/300
T. Ryce
56 x 76cm
Opening Bid £

Retrospective

Hand ground oils on hot pressed china clay board
Terry Duffy
60 x 80cm
Opening Bid £

Mabel

Pastel on paper
Tony Wells
54 x 58cm
Opening Bid £

Biographies
Alex Baldwin
Alex is a self-taught artist, resident at Autism Together. He is autistic and only discovered his talent for
art on Christmas Day 2015. David Attenborough inspired him to make a painting of Great Barrier Reef
fish, now exhibited at Waterstones, Birkenhead. Geography has become his main inspiration and he has
donated for this event four vibrant acrylic paintings of his impressions of different cities.
Joe Bampton www.curvegallery.com
Joe studied Fine Art at Foundation level at Wirral Met and proceeded to Slade for his degree. He exhibited
at the Barbican with the North London Group, Chelsea Arts and the Royal Academy as well as Liverpool
Bienial. His work is of tree bark casts which are fluorescent under UV light. Joe’s untimely passing at the
age of 40 in a tragic accident was a great loss to the Arts world of Liverpool and London.
Bryan Biggs www.eightdaysaweek.org.uk
Whist Artistic Director of Bluecoat, Bryan has maintained his own drawing practice. Exhibitions include
In Comparison, Galerie Berners, Cologne (2001) and Nervous Kingdom, Bluecoat Gallery (2000). With
no narrative intent, the drawings are nevertheless a sort of diary; daily doodles done in response to our
culture of capital, intolerance and political expediency.
Karen Birkin www.karenbirkin.com
Inspired by Soutine, Celia Paul, Manet and Van Goyen, Karen loves working with oils. Now resident in
Liverpool, she maintains that North Wales is her happy place and she describes a day on the beach at Llyn
with her family as paradise on earth. After training at the Courtauld, she worked restoring 15th Century
Flemish paintings in London, but now concentrates on her own painting and bringing up her two children.
Karolina Borchardt http://www.posk.org/c5/en/gallery/exhibitions/karolina-borchar/
Was born in 1905 and was the first aviatrix of Poland in the 1920’s, but World War II broke out, and ended
Karolina’s flying vocation. In 1941 she escaped with her daughter from the Soviet-occupied Poland to
Sweden and moved with daughter Danuta to London to join her husband who, since the outbreak of the
war had been serving in the Polish navy under the British flag. Property developing enabled her to retire
and to devote her life to painting, her dream for many years, until her death in 1995. She exhibited at
Richmond Gallery, Barrett Gallery and Dove Street London and Gallerie Internationale New York.
John Bratby
John Randall Bratby RA (19 July 1928 – 20 July 1992) was an English painter who founded the kitchen sink
realism style of art that was influential in the late 1950s. He made portraits of his family and celebrities. His
works were seen in television and film. Bratby was also a writer. (Tate).

Anne Brierly
Anne grew up in Fazakerley but is now based in Birmingham. A freelance artist with an extensive portfolio
of work which includes “Aintree – One Tree”, in the foyer of Elective Care. Anne also lectures in Fine Art
at BMet College, Sutton Coldfield. Anne’s work often depicts nature and recent exhibitions have been
inspired by her life living on a narrow boat and the change in the pace of life.
Ken Bullock
Born 1954, Ken trained at Liverpool Community College and exhibited at Liverpool Academy of Arts.
He is currently exhibiting in both Portrush and Portstewart.
Pete Clarke www.peteclarke.org.uk
Pete lives in Liverpool, and is the MA Course Leader and Senior Lecturer in Fine Art at the University of
Central Lancashire, Preston. He studied Fine Art Painting and Printmaking at West of England College of
Art, Bristol and then received his MA degree at Chelsea School of Art. He has exhibited extensively, with
recent exhibitions in Cologne, Hagen, Rome and Wiesbaden. Old poems and half remembered quotations,
industrial streets and suburban parks, architectural relics, follies and monuments, the city and the sea
create a subject for Pete Clarke’s work. Peter’s submission to the John Moores Painting Prize 2018 is
included in the short list and will be exhibited at the Walker Gallery during the Liverpool Biennial.
Steve Des Landes
Recently signed by Messums Gallery, Corke Street, Steve is a figurative and landscape artist with a
distinctive style about the private, the unspoken, the anxious and the uncomfortable. He captures people
from behind the scenes through the awkward banality of life, showing the ungainliness of our bodies and
the unpredictability of our minds and actions and how they rarely work in cohesion. As a striking colourist
in the Slade School of Art/Stanley Spencer tradition, he also weaves with the discomfort of Maria Lassnig
or Paula Rego in his subject matter.
Pete Dover
An artist, Printmaker and Musician, Pete studied at the Royal College of Art for his MA, and was until
recently Senior Lecturer and Fine Art Coordinator and Academic Adviser at Hope University. His work is
in collections at Tate London, the Ashmolean Oxford, The London Hospital, Estonia National Art Museum
and many other galleries. He enquires into the human relationship with landscape, using physical elements
of landscape as collage alongside sound, video, relief printing, etching and aquatint.
Terry Duffy www.terryduffy.info
Terry is an international artist with a reputation for unique and challenging work. He has exhibited in
London, Paris, Berlin Philadelphia, New York, Cape Town, Liverpool and more. Recent works include The
Cope Paintings, large semi-circular artworks inspired by a trip to Seville and their fascinating medieval
copes. These works in turn have inspired commissions from major organisations. The Monuments project
was included in the Liverpool Capital of Culture year, followed by the Venice Biennale and in 2011 at the
Bloomsbury Festival.

Jacob Dwyer
The youngest member of the Poggio dynasty, Jacob is a teacher but also follows the family tradition of
landscape painting. Jacob has developed his own gentle architectural style in representing the buildings of
the city of Liverpool in pen and watercolour, evoking warmth and the colour of the sandstone skyline.
David Firmstone www.davidfirmstone.com
David was born in Southbank, Middlesbrough. He has been involved in art all his life, since he won
the Children’s Painting Prize in 1958. His work is held in several important collections. He currently
shows his work at the Orchid House Gallery, Isle of Wight and Bankside Gallery, the home of the Royal
Watercolour Society, London. ‘All my work is concerned with landscape and seascape. I am fascinated
by marks: the painters and those that humans make when they work the land. The spirits of artists and
land workers past and present shape my view. I work on a large and small scale in oils, tempera and
watercolour. I use tradition as my touchstone and modernism as my flight.’
Martin Greenland www.martingreenland.co.uk
After studying at Nelson and Colne College, Martin achieved First Class Honours in Fine Art at Exeter. In 2006 he was First Prize Winner of the John Moores 24, Walker Art Gallery Liverpool, and was
commissioned to produce a painting of Paternoster Square, now hanging in The Mansion House. He lives
and works in Cumbria but exhibited nationally and internationally.” My painting and what it contains has
become inextricably interwoven with the influence of this northern landscape where I live, from its broad
to its intimate spaces. My reinvention of often very personal places has become a tribute to this worldfamous landscape and my knowledge and understanding of it has added to all the other places I have
known, whether real or in my head.”
Jason Jones www.jasonjonesart.co.uk
Liverpool born Jason Jones graduated with a Combined Honours degree in Psychology and Fine Art at
Liverpool Hope University College and was later employed as an artist in residence up until September
1999. He is now employed as their Fine Art and Design Senior Assistant. Jason’s work has an origin based
on personal experience with nature and it’s chaotic elements, the growth processes, the conflict of forces
meeting each other, the anger, tension and more importantly ’emotion’, a binding and important element
of the work. The evolving relationship between observation and the act of painting has established an
individual style that is unique to Jason.
Mal McKenzie
Mal studied Illustration in North wales and graduated with a Master’s Degree in Multimedia Art. He runs
a graphic design studio in Liverpool and still paints, drawing inspiration from world religions and historical
influences.

Clement McAleer www.clementmcaleer.com
Clement was born in Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland. After Foundation Course in Belfast he studied Fine
Art at Canterbury College of Art and the Royal College of Art, London (1975-78). He was awarded the J
Andrew Lloyd Award for Landscape Painting (RCA) in 1978 before moving to Liverpool where he was a
prizewinner in the John Moores Exhibition (XI). The focus of McAleer’s paintings, primarily landscape; not
the particularities of place, but rather the restless, shifting aspects of nature where cloud or water, land or
sea transforms themselves atmospherically, one into another. The Irish coast is a dominate source and the
memory of it lurks everywhere in the studio.Travels in Europe and America have also inspired a number of
works, particularly the series of railway paintings in Italy, Germany and the Netherlands, where a stronger
emphasis on structure again entered the work.
Don McKinlay
Don McKinlay (1929- 2017), was born in Liverpool. He attended the Liverpool School of Art and from
1960 onwards and pursued a career as a lecturer at St Helen’s School of Art, Manchester School of
Art and Manchester Polytechnic. He was a multi talented artist producing works in painting, sculpture,
etching and collage. He was commissioned to create works for Lancaster Priory, (Madonna and Child)
Westminster Abbey, various churches in Liverpool and possibly his greatest commission, to create a crib
to accompany the Kneeling Madonna by the renaissance sculptor, Della Robbia, owned by Liverpool
Cathedral. A member and exhibitor at the Manchester Academy of Fine Arts, he was undoubtedly one of
the finest artists to come from the North West of England.
Julia Midgley www.juliamidgley.co.uk
Julia Midgley trained at Mid Cheshire College of Art & Design and Manchester College of Art & Design.
Her work is held in public, private, and corporate collections in the UK and abroad. Until retirement in
2013 Julia was Reader in Documentary Drawing at Liverpool School of Art & Design, LJMU. A frequent
exhibitor at the Royal Academy of Art’s Summer Exhibition (12 occasions), she is the recipient of National
awards for drawing, painting, and printmaking. In 2016, examples of her work were shortlisted for the
Derwent and Ruskin Drawing prizes. Direct observational drawing provides the bedrock for her practice.
Subject matter comes from sketchbooks whose pages reveal drawn snapshots, direct observations of live
action, landscape and the unexpected. Always attracted by idiosyncrasy whilst working on location or in
the studio her images are often populated with found objects, or, entertaining human behaviour.
Rick Myers www.thespiritofliverpool.co.uk
“The Silver Fox” started designing and producing sculptures in 1997. His Liver Birds have been used
extensively by Liverpool City Council and Merseyside Tourism, and he has exported them to 40 different
countries. He has also produced awards for Liverpool Tourism and Wirral Tourism Awards. His animal
sculptures sell through the John Lewis chain and he has produced busts of local Liverpool celebrities such
as Ken Dodd and Ricky Tomlinson. He designed the Wall of Fame in Matthew Street, and his full-scale Liver
Bird is permanently situated in Central Station.

Brian O’Toole www.sadiethepilot.com
Brian, a Liverpool man, was one of a school of cartoonists and illustrators who attended In Dublin
magazine under the sharp eye of Syd Bluett in the Seventies and Eighties. Brian appeared in 1980. His
style of drawing, in black ink, heavily worked, with lots of crosshatching, was like a nightmare version of
the Dandy or the Hotspur. But these were not cartoons; they were oblique commentaries on politics
or literature, or the inside of his brain; their like had not been seen before, and it was world-class stuff.
Brian was a man of the left when it was extremely unfashionable in England; the words “savage indignation”
were for once appropriate. “He was frighteningly intelligent. I never knew what to say to him. He always
had the perfect angle - irreverent and acute, yet polite - on art, politics, literature, trivia, music and life.
A beautiful talker. A brilliant draughtsman and painter. A heavy smoker. And now he’s gone.” Pete Betts.
Colin See Paynton www.see-paynton.co.uk
In 1972, See-Paynton moved to a remote farmhouse in Wales, on to which he built his studio. Entirely
self-taught as an engraver, he began to make prints in 1980 and has since produced over 250 editions.
Colin has brought a new vitality to one of the earliest forms of printmaking. Although his work is based
on the meticulous observation of the natural world, his talent is to invent compositions which distil the
ecological and behavioural relationships of the species and their habitats.
Colin See-Paynton introduced another vision to the rich tradition of wood engraving. His delight in the
lines of a bird so elegantly inscribed by the cut of his graver, his skill in varying texture even though he only
has black and white with which to do so, his palpable pleasure in composing his subjects into joyous designs
have brought something new to the portrayal of birds and wildlife.
John Piper
John Egerton Christmas Piper CH (13 Dec 1903 – 28 Jun 1992) was an English painter, printmaker
and designer of stained-glass windows and both opera and theatre sets. His work focused on British
landscape, especially churches and monuments, and included tapestry designs, book jackets, screen-prints,
photography, fabrics and ceramics. He was educated at Epsom College and trained at the Richmond School
of Art, followed by the Royal College of Art in London. He turned from abstraction early in his career,
concentrating on a more naturalistic but distinctive approach, but often worked in several different styles
throughout his career.
He was an official war artist in World War II and his war-time depictions of bomb damage places, most
notably those of Coventry Cathedral, made Piper a household name and led to his work being acquired
by several public collections. Piper collaborated with many others, including the poets John Betjeman and
Geoffrey Grigson on the Shell Guides, and with the potter Geoffrey Eastop and the artist Ben Nicholson.
In his later years he produced many limited-edition prints.

Federico Poggio
1925-1977. Federico, the Grandfather of the Poggio family, was a Lightening Sketch artist watercolourist,
sign maker and mural painter. In the North West he was part of the team who decorated the Tower
Ballroom Ceiling in Blackpool in the 1950’s. His work can still be seen in Cornwall today, excelling in the
Listed Golden Guinea Dining Room at Looe, where a Pirate Ship awaits you!
Linda Poggio www.renniesgallery.co.uk
Linda will be known by all Liverpool Art Lovers from the years when she exhibited her watercolours of
the city outside the Bluecoat Gallery. She now paints in various styles representing the architecture and
landscape of Liverpool in oils, acrylics and gouache. She is represented in Rennies gallery, Bold Street and
has exhibited both nationally and internationally and in the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. A number
of the works which Linda has donated to the auction are in a more abstract, broad scope style, alongside
her more traditional representative medium.
The Singh Twins www.renniesgallery.co.uk
The Singh Twins are from Liverpool and have recently held a large scale exhibition of their work at the
Walker Art Gallery. The Twins employ traditional techniques used in Indian miniature painting to produce
vibrant, exquisitely-detailed paintings that are a joy to explore. Some of the paintings are by a single twin
- others are produced in tandem, with both painting simultaneously. The exhibition at the Walker featured
works from the past seventeen years, as well as some new pieces, and video footage of their work and
the history of textile production in India and the North West. . The fusion of Asian and Western influence
and their interest in global iconography has generated some fascinating juxtapositions in the Singh Twins’
paintings. This is both a reflection of their dual cultural identity and a clever vehicle for political and social
commentary.
Mark Skinner
For many years Mark Skinner painted in his Bluecoat studio and produced abstract two and three
dimensional work in acrylic, pastels and wood. Containing many literary references, his compositions
confused and enlightened in the contradiction between space and subject. He lectured in Fine Art at
Wrexham.
John Towel
A teacher of Fine Art in schools and colleges in North Liverpool, John Towel’s work concentrates upon
the human form and the speed of sketching, with little shading and hatching, but representing the male and
female body with brevity of line.
Janet Webb
Janet qualified from Liverpool College of Art (Textile Design) and M.A.(Art) University of Chester and
has exhibited widely in the North West. She has spent her life in art, painting, and teaching, working from
her studio in Chester. “My paintings explore aspects of the human condition: not accidental, not planned.
The formal – the emotional – the graphic – the painterly. The autonomy of unstructured marks and free
gestures of the hand by the unconscious”.

Tony Wells www.tonywells.co.uk
Tony is both an illustrator and a painter. With his partner Arlene Blanchard he illustrated many children’s
books which were published in the UK, Europe and USA. He is now a painter and draughtsman and has
exhibited at the Mall Galleries, Corke Street Gallery, Christies and many others. He was included in the
exhibitions of The Royal Institute of Oil Painters, The Royal Society of British Artists and the Sunday Times
Watercolour Competition.
David Williams
Amateur photographer who specialised in elements of the body in black and white and sepia.
Jago Max Williams
Jago studied Fine Art at Liverpool John Moores from 1991 to 1994, being offered the John Moore’s Fellowship to 1995. In 1995 and 1998 he won “Young Artist of The Year” in the Hunting Prizes, and has twice been
successful in exhibiting portraits in the Portrait Gala, National Portrait Gallery, London (2014 and 2017).
He exhibits nationally and lives and paints in Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Felicity Wren
Once Head of Art at Huyton college then St Hilda’s, Felicity has for many years been the Director of the
Domino Gallery in Upper Newington, holding exhibitions of other artist’s work, and occasionally her own.
She is a figurative artist and a great mentor to young aspiring artists who come under her wing as they
leave Art School.
Dick Young https://dickyoungliverpoolpainter.wordpress.com/
Dick Young (1921 – 2003), legendary Liverpool denizen and artist, was his own master as a painter,
preserving his own individuality and never associating himself with any Liverpool school or group. Much
of his distinctive drawing and painting style dealt with domestic scenes (often celebrating the quiet life of
his mother Nelly), interiors (inside a room looking out through a window onto a nondescript Liverpool
street) or captured moments in the lives of those on the art scene who were his friends. Dick Young was
an artist who relished the life of the painter into which he poured his energies, whilst also working as an
electrician.
A private man who largely worked alone – both as an artist and electrician – and who was not given to
blowing his own trumpet.When asked what his greatest achievement was, he replied, ‘rewiring the Midland
Bank, Bootle, in 1962. Yet he was a gregarious man, deeply fond of his mother and his friends – who often
turn up in his paintings – and a familiar face at artists’ watering-holes and exhibition openings. Known
for his mildly eccentric ways (always buying his clothes from Oxfam and never washing them until they
had to be replaced from the same source, though always well turned out in collar and tie and jacket),
Young lived hand-to-mouth for most of his life, growing up in the working-class streets of Walton, London
and Newcastle, and living for the last twenty-odd years of his life in a flat on Bedford Street in Liverpool
8.Young’s artistic career stretched from the late 1940s to the 1990s. His greatest recognition came in the
years during which Liverpool’s art scene was vibrant and progressive. For most of that time, the artists that
grabbed attention were avant-gardists carrying the torch for movements like Pop Art, while the DNA of
Young’s work was more traditional.
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